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Abstract
The ABS program (Automated Beam Steering and shaping) is a
general automated correction system of any first order perturbation
of the reference fields. The system has been implemented in the
CERN PS complex in view of the production of high brightness and
high intensity beams for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), for
which all the causes of emittance increase have to be removed, and
to ease the day-to-day operation task. The present achievement of
the ABS program deals with beam trajectory and mismatch
controls. All the first order corrections, related to linear or non-
linear fields, are realised using an iterative linear solver. The
corrections are characterised by matrices stored in a database with
on-line access. The database contains all relevant parameters of the
machines. Applications for different types of presently operational
corrections for the PS complex are reviewed.
1. Introduction
Providing high brightness (i.e. phase space density or intensity emittance ratio) and high
intensity beams in the accelerator chain for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) sets tight
tolerances to the transverse beam emittance blow-up. The issue is to maintain any transverse
emittance increase along the injectors at a low level and to avoid even a small fraction of
particle loss because this leads to excessive equipment irradiation. A major source of
unwanted emittance blow-up is mis-steering and mismatch in the beam transport between the
accelerator chain.
The ABS program (Automated Beam Steering and shaping) provides a generic, fast and
safe automated beam trajectory controls and mismatch optimisation in all the machines of the
CERN PS complex [1, 2]. ABS strategy has proven to strongly ease the operator’s task while
drastically improving the result of optimisation and it is implemented in many of the transport
channels of the LHC injector chain. The ABS architecture is aimed at providing the operation
with a set of user friendly application programs to control the transverse properties of the
beam in all circumstances. Its components are a universal correction algorithm, application
programs and a relational database which provides a storage area for all the machine data [3,
4]. All the components are interrelated. The database has been designed not only for general
documentation but also for providing the input to the symbolic optics program BeamOptics
and to the computation of the correction matrices [5]. The application programs have been
made generic by dividing them into two parts: one particular to the correction of a specified
machine, the second being an interface with the correction algorithm. On-line software
control modules can then be re-used for a large multiplicity of correction schemes and
machines [6].
The ABS program has been launched in the PS complex for many years. Today,
applications for various types of beam steerings are operational for the Linac, the PS booster
rings (PSB), the PS Ring and their transport lines. Application of beam shaping is currently
under implementation and testing in the transport line between the PS and the SPS [7]. In the
following the problems which have been met and their solutions will be reviewed. In the
transfer between Linac and PSB, the beam size has to be carefully monitored before the
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switching magnet which delivers the beam to the four PSB rings. To this end, the correction
matrix has been built considering the space charge defocusing effects. In the transfer from
PSB to PS, the four beams have to be matched concurrently to make the four ring optical
parameters identical at the PS entry. The strict tolerances imposed by the LHC beam implied
that the edge effects of the recombination quadrupoles must be taken into account and a
system of quadrupoles has to be put in for matching purpose at the entry to the PS. Unlike to
the procedure applied to the Linac, the correction matrix was evaluated analytically since
space charge is negligible at PS injection energy. Correction of the coherent oscillations at PS
injection, correction of PS closed orbits at low energies and correction of beam trajectories in
the transfer line which connects the PS to the SPS are straightforward: all correction matrices
were evaluated analytically.
2. First-order correction methods
2.1. General perturbation
Small perturbations associated to arbitrary fields (whatever linear or non-linear) can be
handled as first order perturbation of the beam phase space trajectory or, equivalently, of the
beam emittance, because the emittance can be interpreted as a measure of the maximum
amplitude of the betatron oscillations. The outstanding feature of first order perturbations lies
in the property of superposition of the fields, that is individual perturbations add and the
techniques of linear algebra apply. In Floquet’s coordinates, the normalised position q and its
derivative q
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In the absence of a perturbation, the phase-space trajectory is a circle of radius r, the
square root of the emittance  . A field error dB given by a thin lens magnet integrated field
dBl












Any first order perturbations yields observations described by a measurement error
vector b (e.g. beam positions). A correction is characterised by a matrix A which contains as
many columns as possible correctors and as many lines as observations. Each column
describes the effect of one corrector on the “observables”. The corrections are the components
of a vector x minimising the norm of the residual vector bAxy  . The corrections are
calculated using the iterative linear solver Micado. The procedure Micado proposes
corrections using a few number of correctors chosen among all the correctors available. At
each iteration one more corrector is added, keeping all previously selected correctors but re-
calculating their strengths, such that the new residual vector norm is minimised. Micado ends
when the residual vector norm is comparable with measurement errors.
Micado solver: At the kth iteration
i) Compute the vector }...{)( 1}{ kjjjj
k
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being the jth column of A, m and n are the total number of correctors and monitors.
ii) Compute the norm of the residual vector (k)jy
bAxbb|y| (k)Tj(k)TjT2(k)j 





2.2. Dipolar perturbation: Steering and closed orbits
A dipole field error induces a steering error in a transport channel and a closed orbit
distortions in a circular machine. All the particles are affected similarly by a dipolar
perturbation (i.e. constantqd 
 ) and the change of the normalised phase space radius dr is
equivalent to a change of position drdx   of the beam centroid measured by  screens or











Fig. 1 : Perturbation in the normalised phase space. The right hand part of the figure is a blow-up of
the upper right triangular like shape of the left hand part
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shifted vertically under the dipolar perturbation (where the unperturbed beam trajectory lies at
centre of the coordinates). Hence, the perturbed phase space circle rotates around the centre of
the coordinates yielding the beam centroid motion, namely the perturbed trajectory as
measured at pick-up stations.
Correction matrix elements aij for steering and closed orbits relate the orbit error  xi at




























Fig. 2 : Phase space transformation due to a dipole error
Fig. 3 : Trajectory and closed orbit distortion in a transport channel and in a
circular machine
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for a circular machine, respectively.
2.3. Dipolar perturbation: Combined steering matrix
In case of combined steering of many transport channels, there is a common part where all
incoming beams are affected by common correctors. Hence, the steering matrices have
coupling coefficients which consider the action of a same corrector on different beams. The
steering procedure works on all beams globally.
2.4. Dipolar perturbation: Coherent oscillations
Coherent oscillations happen when the injection trajectory of the incoming beam is not co-
linear to the closed orbit of the receiving ring. The coherent oscillations are due to steering
errors in the upstream injection channel provided that the closed orbit has been corrected
beforehand. The correction of the coherent oscillations requires a minimum of two correction
magnets per plane. The beam trajectories are measured on all the electrostatic pick-up
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Table 1 : Correction matrix for combined transport channels
  x (
Fig. 4 : Coherent oscillations in a circular machine (two turn trajectories). The
right hand part of the figure is a blow-up of the right square of the left hand part
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by taking the difference between two consecutive ring trajectories. The correction matrix
elements aij of the coherent oscillations relate the trajectory difference ) xi2-) xi1 between two







2.5. Quadrupolar perturbation: Betatron matching
Transferring a beam from one circular machine to another through a transport channel may
result in a unsuitable matching of the incoming beam with the acceptance of the receiving
machine. Such a mismatch can be infer from the measurement of the beam profile at screens
or secondary emission monitors (SEM-grids). The correction is carried out using quadrupoles
in the transport channel. This technique is also valid for tune adjustment, chromaticity
correction and dispersion mismatch. A quadrupolar field error distorts the beam envelope and
changes the phase. In Fig. 5, the normalised circular phase space trajectory is transformed into
an ellipse. The correction matrix elements bij and aij relate the Twiss parameter errors of the
betatron function and its derivative at monitor i due to a unit quadrupolar kick at corrector j,
















The accelerator database provides a standardised documentation of every machine accessible
to any user and is a unique basis of all the machine data which facilitates the maintenance. It
contains all the data necessary to carry out beam steering and shaping corrections and to do
optics computations. The database components are interconnected and replace the data files
which describe the lattices of the PS complex. The data stored in database feed on-line both
the correction programs (steering application) for the corrector information and the Micado









 functions MathLink provides the input to the symbolic optics program
BeamOptics and to the computation of the correction matrices.
3.2. Architecture
The kernel of the system is the relational Oracle accelerator database. Data are entered
through the object-oriented interface ACCIS (ACCelerators Information System). A dynamic
link with the database allows the system to recover optics data and to run applications on-line.
The description of the elements in the database is performed by means of end user modules
























Fig. 6 : System software architecture
Fig. 7 : Display of an Oracle form on the World Wide Web based interface
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3.3. Structure
The machines of the CERN PS complex are organised as a tree structure composed of two
kinds of classes: machine and operation. The machine class yields the topological description
of rings and transfer line layouts while the operation class defines the optics description of the
lattices and the characteristics of correctors and monitors for each ABS process (steering,
closed orbit, etc.).
4. ABS Applications
4.1. Transfer between Linac and PSB (50 MeV)
The Linac beam is continuous but is considered as composed of four parts chopped into
batches injected into the four PSB rings. In the transfer between Linac and PSB, the steering
had to be corrected due to energy variations of the beam, the stray fields of the neighbouring
PS machine and the changes originating from drifts in bending magnet power supplies. At 50
MeV the beam is submitted to strong space charge forces and the optics is calculated to
ensure a good transmission of the beam envelope. The beam steering in the Linac to PSB
injection line (composed of three parts: LT, LTB and BI) is carried out using 13 correctors per
plane. Beam trajectories are observed by means of 14 electrostatic pick-up stations.
Fig. 8 : Pick-up signals in the transport line between Linac and PSB rings (actual and expected after transverse
corrections)
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4.2. Transfer between PSB and PS (1 GeV)
The four PSB beams have to be lined up at the entrance of the PS ring so that the common
correction of coherent oscillations in the PS machine yields small emittance blow-ups. Each
PSB beam trajectory must be individually steered using two correctors in each ring and one
corrector in the ejection line for each plane (additional correctors are available in the vertical
plane).
The correction matrix is thus hybrid and has closed orbit and transfer line components.
Moreover, there is a common part in which all beams are affected by common correctors. The
steering techniques operates as a whole on the four beams. Beam trajectories are observed
using 10 electrostatic pick-up stations in the recombination region (BT) and pick-up’s in the
PS injection line (BTP).
4.3. Coherent oscillation correction in the PS (1 GeV)
The coherent oscillations at injection into the PS machine are corrected by means of two
successive machine turns measured shortly after injection. The correction is performed using
two correction magnets per plane (up to three correctors are used in the horizontal plane).





Fig. 9 : Vertical recombination of the four PSB rings
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4.4. Closed orbit correction in the PS (up to 3.5 GeV/c)
The PS horizontal and vertical closed orbits at low energies are corrected using a few magnets
chosen among 50 horizontal and 20 vertical correctors. Beam orbits are observed similarly to
beam trajectories for the coherent oscillations.
Fig. 10: Pick-up signals before (left) and after (right) PS horizontal coherent
oscillation corrections
Fig. 11: Graphics user interface - Interactive windows used for the closed orbit correction (input to the
correction algorithm and calculated currents ready to be sent to the power supplies)
Fig. 12: Pick-up signals before (left) and after (right) PS horizontal closed orbit corrections
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4.5. Transfer between PS and SPS (up to 26 GeV/c)
In the transfer (TT2 and TT10 lines) between PS and SPS machines the steering has to be
corrected in order to take advantage of the full range of the secondary emission monitors
(SEM-grids) which measure the beam profiles. The beam emittance is evaluated by means of
three monitors. Beam steering is achieved using up to three horizontal and two vertical
correctors. Beam trajectories are observed in TT2 by means of two sets of SEM-grids, each
with a different resolution. Additionally, these instruments are also used for measuring the
beam shapes required for matching correction.
5. Conclusion
The ABS procedure implemented in the PS complex and based on the general first order
perturbation framework has proven to be efficient and helpful. The good conformity among
predictions and measurements observed in the different accelerators and transport channels
validates the correction methodology. The technique can now be made available for steering
and shaping corrections in the Antiproton Decelerator (AD), the PS Experimental Area (East
Hall) and subsequently in the SPS and LHC machines. Furthermore, future developments of
Fig. 13: Graphics user interface - Interactive windows used for the steering correction.
Fig. 15. TT2 SEM-grid signals before (left) and after (right) horizontal centring
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ABS towards new correction schemes may be to consider corrections of tune, chromaticity,
off-momentum orbits, orbit dispersion and dynamic aperture.
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